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Data presentation:
Showcasing your data 
with charts and graphs

Tierney Steelberg 

You’ve run the numbers; you’ve got your data — now it’s time 

to present it. You may be feeling pressure to go all out and make 

your data look like the intricate data visualizations you see in the 

news — but you can create charts and graphs right now, without 

breaking a sweat or needing to learn new software from scratch! 

You can build your argument around data that you bring to-

gether in simple spreadsheet software. It’s amazing what simply 

focusing on the data and embracing clean, uncluttered design 

can do for getting your argument across.

This chapter will start by going over some tips to help you best 

present any data. Then it will delve into the specifics of some 

chart and graph types that are useful in a variety of different 

contexts and great to have on hand. This chapter will help you 

match your data (and your question) to a particular means of 

presentation and provide you with tips for creating compelling 

charts and graphs.

General rules of thumb

 » Clarity and simplicity are key.

Remember to keep things simple: let the data speak for itself. 

You don’t need neon colors or myriad thematic icons to get 

a point across. Data visualizations should be a combination 

of visual appeal and clearly represented information, but if 

you have to choose, be simple.
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If you find that your chart is getting overly complicated, 

think about splitting it up into multiple charts. This can make 

the information easier to read and absorb.

 » Make it easy to read and interpret.

Help your readers understand the point you are trying to 

make with your data. Start by giving your visualization an 

informative title. Provide a legend and labels: make it clear 

what symbols, colors, and sizes mean, and be consistent 

in their usage. Emphasize the units you are using. You can 

even use arrows and concise phrases to call attention to 

important elements of your chart.

When dealing with information sorted into categories (i.e., 

non-numeric information), organize values in a meaningful 

order (such as ascending or descending in terms of their val-

ues) to make it easy for others to compare values.

When using colors, use hues that stand out from one an-

other or use a saturation spectrum (going from very light 

to very dark) of a single color, making sure your reader can 

easily distinguish between hues. Avoid using color com-

binations that are hard to distinguish for readers who are 

colorblind (such as reds with greens, or blues with yellows).

 » Respect visual and mathematical principles.

When using shapes to convey data, size them proportionally 

according to their area, rather than their length or diameter. 

Separate your data into variables. A variable is a characteris-

tic or quantity that can be counted. For example, if you are 

creating a bar chart comparing the total populations of dif-

ferent countries, the variable you’re looking at is population 

(and the numbers for each country are the different values).
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Keep things in two dimensions, preferably: 3D shapes are 

difficult to read and compare. The perspective that is used to 

create the illusion of three dimensions can also be confusing 

for readers by accidentally making some items feel larger or 

smaller than they really are. 

A lot of visualizations include icons, or small pictures, as 

decoration. Consider leaving these out. Even when they 

match your data, they can distract from the point you are 

trying to make. They often make it more difficult to make 

comparisons and assess differences. Stick with plain repre-

sentative shapes instead.

 » Play around with your data!

It’s easy to test out a couple different charts and see which 

ones do a good job showcasing your data — and which 

ones do not: play around with the tools at your disposal to 

get an idea for what feels right for visualizing an individual 

dataset. Excel and Google Sheets are good starting points: 

you can switch from chart to chart at the click of a button, 

and it’s easy to customize general elements.

You might find things you hadn’t noticed before, (trends, 

patterns, outliers — or even typos or errors in the data) and 

you’ll definitely get a good sense of what charts and graphs 

are a good fit for your data. 

 » Cite your sources.

Finally, always give the source of your data so others can 

investigate for themselves. It’s like providing a bibliography 

at the end of a paper: it’s good scholarly practice, and it 

lets your readers know your data comes from a legitimate 

source.
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If you created the data yourself (like with a class survey), 

consider providing it in its entirety. This allows readers to 

check your findings, and even play around with your data 

themselves.

Useful charts & graphs

Any graph or chart has its own strengths and weaknesses in 

presenting different datasets. To pick the best one, think about 

the story you are trying to tell or the question you are trying to 

answer. Consider these different chart and graph types — and 

their accompanying questions and suggestions — as you choose 

a means to present your data.

Pie charts

A pie chart showcases the parts of a whole or percentages of a total.

Figure 1. Instructional Faculty in U.S. Institutions of Higher Education, by Gender: 
Comparison of 1987 and 2011. Created with Google Sheets. Data source: National 
Center for Education Statistics (https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d13/tables/
dt13_315.10.asp).
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The pie charts in Figure 1 showcase the breakdown by gender 

of the number of faculty members at institutions of higher edu-

cation in the United States in two different years, 1987 and 2011. 

(See Appendix A for the data.) If x is the variable representing the 

number of men in the chart, and y is the variable representing the 

number of women, what do you notice? What information does 

the chart communicate?

With x and y as slices of the pie, a pie chart answers 
questions like:
• What percentage of the whole is x?

• What is the composition of the whole? What elements, 
combined, create the whole?

• Is y’s portion of the whole bigger than x’s? How do x and 
y compare?

In Figure 1, the pie charts answer questions like:

 » What percentage of the total do women faculty 
members make up?

 » How do the percentage of men and the percentage of 
women compare?

Since there are two charts, both depicting the same thing in 

different moments in time, you can also compare them to one 

another.

These pie charts tell us that, while women made up one third of 

faculty members in the United States in 1987, in 2011 they made 

up almost one half of the total number of faculty members. 

Together, these two charts tell a more complex story than they 

would separately, because they show an evolution in time. In 

some ways, these pie charts are limited: we know only percent-

ages, not raw values. In other ways, it is good to not have too 

much information because it allows the reader to focus on the 

most relevant information. You have to make a decision about 

?
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the authentic interpretation of the data into a visualization. It 

would be interesting to know how the total number of instruc-

tional faculty had changed between 1987 and 2011. But if you 

just want to show how the ratio of male to female faculty has 

changed, the pie charts do an admirable job.

Tips
• Our eyes compare the angles of pie chart segments, 

rather than their area, so it’s hard to visually compare 
a pie chart with more than two or three segments: for 
a whole with more than two or three parts, consider an 
alternative for showcasing parts of a whole (like a bar 
chart, discussed later in this chapter) instead.

• When using percentages, the total must add up to 
100%. If you are trying to show responses from survey 
questions where respondents could pick multiple an-
swers, resulting in totals of greater than 100%, then 
consider a bar chart instead.

Waffle charts: A pie chart alternative

A waffle chart, also known as square pie chart, can also be used 

to showcase the parts of a whole or percentages of a total. It 

consists of a large square divided into smaller squares: small 

squares can be colored in proportionally to the part or percent-

age that is being represented.

Whereas with a pie chart the reader is looking at the angles of 

segments in order to make a comparison, with a waffle chart the 

reader can analyze the area of segments or the number of in-

dividual boxes that make them up. These spatial differences are 

easier to assess than the differences between angles.

!
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Figure 2. U.S. Population by Age (2012). Created in R (with waffle and ggplot2 pack-
ages). Data source: United States Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/popula-
tion/age/data/2012comp.html, Table 1). 

The waffle chart in Figure 2 displays the U.S. population in 2012 

as a whole, segmented by age groups that are each indicated by 

their own color. What do you think of this chart type? Does it do 

a good job conveying information about the breakdown of the 

U.S. population by age?

With these segments, a waffle chart answers ques-
tions like:
• What percentage of the whole is each segment?

• What is the composition of the whole? What elements, com-
bined, create the whole?

• How do the combinations of segments compare to each other?

?
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In Figure 2, the waffle chart can answer questions like:

 » What percentage of the whole U.S. population in 2012 
was under the age of 19?

 » What was the breakdown of the U.S. population in 
2012?

 » How does the number of 40- to 59-year-olds compare 
to the number of 60- to 79-year-olds?

It is tricky to compare segments to one another in this chart, 

since the segments are quite close in size to begin with, and the 

chart rounds the percentage values. But you can see clearly how 

there are progressively fewer people in the older age brackets, as 

the organization is more meaningful than in a pie chart, and the 

waffle chart is not as crowded as a pie chart would be with five 

segments.

Tip
• Waffle charts are not currently a default chart option 

in basic spreadsheet software, but there are tutorials 
online for the steps required to create them. See Best 
Excel Tutorial or the Bacon Bits blog from Data Pig Tech-
nologies for two different methods.

Bar charts

A bar chart or bar graph displays values assigned to individual 

categories. Each bar represents an entire, exact value for a vari-

able in question.

Figure 3 shows the number of male and female faculty members 

at institutions of higher education in the U.S. between 1987 and 

2011. Here, the variable is gender. Each year gets two bars: one 

for the number of women and one for the number of men. The 

values from our earlier pie charts in Figure 1 are at either end 

!
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of the chart, in 1987 and in 2011. What do you think about this 

chart? How does it convey information differently than the Figure 

1 pie charts?

Figure 3. Number of Instructional Faculty in U.S. Institutions of Higher Education, by 
Gender (1987-2011). Created with Google Sheets. Data source: National Center for Edu-
cation Statistics (https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d13/tables/dt13_315.10.asp).

With x as a variable, a bar chart answers questions 
like:
• Which category has the highest or lowest x?

• How does x vary across different categories?

• How do multiple categories compare to one another?

In Figure 3, the bar chart answers questions like:

 » Which year has the highest number of female faculty?

 » How does the number of male faculty compare to the 
number of female faculty in 1991?

 » How does the number of female faculty in 1987 
compare to the number of female faculty in 2011?

?
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The chart in Figure 3 tells an interesting story. You can see that, 

while both grow, the number of female faculty grows at a more 

rapid rate than the number of male faculty: between 1987 and 

2011, the number of female faculty has almost tripled. This chart 

helps you compare this information more effectively than a pie 

chart for each year would, since you can compare each bar to 

all the other bars. These bar charts provide a bigger picture than 

the pie charts in Figure 1: here, we see both the ratio of men to 

women, by comparing the two bars for a given year, and the raw 

numbers that show how much the number of faculty has grown 

between 1987 and 2011.

Note that the bar chart in Figure 3 showcases data that is contin-

uous: the years depicted have a sequential order, so you can talk 

about an upward trend, or growth, in faculty members as years 

go by and you can observe an evolution from one set of bars to 

another. But bar charts do not necessarily have to showcase con-

tinuous data: they can also showcase data for distinct categories. 

In a bar chart showing the total populations of different countries, 

each country is a separate entity: you can compare the values 

associated with them, but you can’t chart an evolution between 

them.

Tip
• Bar charts in math class always start at 0, because 

each bar is intended to represent a whole value. Bar 
charts in real life don’t always do so, so when you are 
creating or reading a bar chart, be careful that you ob-
serve the y-axis’s labels. If you would like to highlight a 
difference between categories and a bar chart just isn’t 
cutting it, try a dot plot, or even a line graph (for continu-
ous data, like data across different moments in time).

• Remember the rule of thumb on clarity and simplicity. 
Bar charts showing more than 2 or 3 variables for each 
category can get crowded and hard to read: consider 
instead a multipanel display of separate bar charts for 
each variable. 

!
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Dot plots: A bar chart alternative

A dot plot, also known as the Cleveland dot plot after its inventor, 

is similar to a bar chart in that it showcases values assigned to in-

dividual categorical elements — but instead of showing the entire 

value in the form of a bar, it plots the value as a single dot.

One advantage of dot plots is that they do not have to start at 0, 

so you can hone in on slight differences between elements — do 

not forget to clearly label your numerical axis, though! Another 

advantage of dot plots is that you can use them to display multi-

ple values for each element (such as values from different years), 

by using different symbols and labeling them in a legend. Read-

ers can then compare the multiple values of a single element or 

compare the same value type across elements.

The dot plot in Figure 4 shows amounts of money allocated to 

various categories of the 2009 U.S. government budget. Does the 

dot plot format encourage us to look at the data differently than 

bar chart does? If so, how?

With x and y as two different variables, a dot plot an-
swers questions like:
• Which category has the highest or lowest x?

• How does x vary across different categories?

• How do x and y vary across different categories?

The dot plot in Figure 4 answers questions like:

 » Which category is allocated the most money in the 
budget?

 » How does allocation vary across different categories?

?
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Figure 4. Dot plot of the total U.S. government budget in 2009, including both man-
datory and discretionary, by Thopper, licensed under CC-BY-SA. Source: Wikipedia  
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:U.S.2009FederalExpenditures.png).

Figure 4 minimizes clutter on the chart, by using dots instead of 

bars, which can make it easier to compare values to one another. 

You can see that over twice as much is allocated to Social Secu-

rity, the category with the highest value, than to interest on the 

national debt. You can also see that the top five or six categories 

are allocated quite a bit more money than the others. With a dot 

plot, it seems easier to observe subtle differences in the smallest 

values: these details might be lost in a bar chart. The dot plot 
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could easily handle one or two more variables with very little 

trouble: another symbol could be used to plot values from a dif-

ferent year for each category, on the same line.

Tip
• Dot plots are not currently a default chart option in ba-

sic spreadsheet software, but there are tutorials online 
for the steps required to create them: they are a worthy 
addition to a basic repertoire of charts. See Evergreen 
Data for a how-to.

Maps

A map can be used to display a continuous spectrum of values 

(such as population density or the percentage of the workforce 

that is unemployed): this is often indicated through changes in 

color and shading. Color and shading can also be used on a map 

to help convey information about categories (like coloring states, 

usually red and blue, to indicate the presidential candidate prefer-

ence of the states’ voters).

A map can also be used to display data points on the map itself: 

these can be figurative (like lines indicating migration movement 

from area to area, or points indicating a certain number of un-

employed people in a particular area) or literal (like true-to-life 

depictions of roads and rivers).

Tip
• Always include a legend with your map to explain the 

meaning of any colors and symbols used to convey data.

Figure 5 is a map of the United States that shows the popula-

tion density of each state, using a saturation spectrum that goes 

from light purple for the least dense states to very dark purple for 

the most dense ones. A map that uses this type of proportional 

!

!
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shading to convey values is known as a choropleth map. What 

information does this choropleth map convey?

Figure 5. U.S. Population Density by State (2000 Census), by AmericanXplorer13, 
licensed under CC-BY-SA. Source: Wikipedia (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/ 
File:US_2000_census_population_density_map_by_state.svg).

Population density is a continuous spectrum of values, so Figure 

5 answers questions like:

 » What are the most dense states?

 » Are there patterns in the density or lack thereof?

 » How does one state compare to another?

You can see from their color which states are the most densely 

populated, and which are the least. The map is a familiar chart 

type: you can make deductions based on what you already know 

about the area (such as the locations of big cities, or of geograph-

ic features like mountains) that might affect population density. 

This map shows data at the state level: it could be interesting to 

see what population density looks like at the county level.
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With x as a continuous spectrum of values, a map an-
swers questions like:
• Where do certain values from x occur?

• Are there patterns?

• Where is x most concentrated?

• Where is x highest or lowest?

• How does one place compare to another?

With y as a category, a map answers questions like:
• Where does y occur?

• Are there patterns?

• How does one place compare to another?

With z as a data point representing color intensity, a 
map answers questions like:
• Are there patterns?

• Why are the z intervals broken up into unequal intervals 
(0-20 vs 501-1000)?

Line charts

A line chart or line graph displays data points on a graph, plotted 

according to a quantitative (i.e., numeric) variable and a continu-

ous variable (often time is used). The data must be continuous or 

ordered so as to connect the dots with a line. Line charts depict-

ing the evolution of something over time are also called “time 

series.”

With y as a continuous variable, a line chart answers 
questions like:
• How does x evolve over time?

• When was x highest or lowest?

• Does x rise or fall in a seeming pattern?

?

?
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Figure 6. U.S. Unemployment Rate by Month (January 2005-October 2015). Created 
with Google Sheets. Data source: Bureau of Labor Statistics (http://data.bls.gov/
timeseries/LNS14000000). 

In Figure 6, the line chart answers questions like:

 » How did the unemployment rate evolve over time?

 » When in this period of time was the unemployment rate 
highest? And when was it lowest?

From this chart, you can see how the unemployment rate often 

rises and falls by small amounts from month to month. The big 

spike in early 2008 (between January 2007 and January 2009) 

can be explained using some background knowledge: that is 

when the recession hit. It could be helpful for this chart to add an 

annotation there (perhaps an arrow) to explain this sudden climb, 

since its cause is known.
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Tips
• Lines can dip below zero on the x-axis to display nega-

tive values.
• Multiple lines, showcasing multiple variables, can be 

displayed on the same chart: use color or different types 
of lines (solid, dotted, dashed) to differentiate between 
them.

Scatterplots

A scatterplot or scattergraph displays the values of a dataset with 

two quantitative, or numeric, variables. It plots every individual 

data point onto a single graph: the position of each point is dic-

tated by the two variables, one on the x-axis and another on the 

y-axis.

When using a scatterplot, look for clusters of points, points that 

seem to follow a line (this implies correlation between the vari-

ables on the axes), and points that are set apart from the rest 

(these are called outliers).

A scatterplot answers questions like:
• Does x correlate to y?

• What are the outliers in my data?

• What are the patterns in my data?

The scatterplot in Figure 7 plots the total bill on the x-axis and tips 

received on the y-axis. Each dot is thus connected to two values: 

that of the total bill, and that of the tip associated with it. The line 

offers an annotation that helps you read the scatterplot: it shows 

where tips that are 16% of the total bill would be. Points above 

the line are tips greater than 16% of the bill, and points below it 

are tips less than 16% of the bill. What information does the chart 

help you understand? Is it effective?

!
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Figure 7. Scatterplot of tips vs. total bill, by Visnut, licensed under CC-BY-SA. 
Source: Wikipedia (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tips-scat1.png). 

In Figure 7, the scatterplot answers questions like:

 » Does a bigger bill correlate to a bigger tip?

 » What are the outliers in the scatterplot?

 » What are the patterns in the scatterplot?

You can infer quite a bit of information from this scatterplot. 

There is a slight upward trend: this means that, in general, a 

bigger bill has a positive correlation with a bigger tip. There are 

some outliers in this data if you look closely. Someone tipped a 

little over $1 on a $33 bill, which is only a 3% tip. And someone 

else tipped a little over $5 on a bill that was about $7, which is a 

71% tip! Points seem to cluster around a certain part of the graph: 

it seems like quite a few customers had bills that were between 

$10 and $20.
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Tips
• Correlation does not imply causation: just because a 

correlation seems to exist between two variables does 
not mean that one causes the other.

• If your scatterplot becomes too dense to read, consider 
making points opaque, or using another type of graph.

Bubble charts

A bubble chart is similar to a scatterplot: data points are mapped 

onto a graph depending on two variables along the x- and y-axes. 

But a bubble chart introduces a third variable: the size of the data 

points, represented as bubbles, also conveys information about 

data elements. The bubbles can even be colored according to 

categories to which they belong. This can be useful when you 

want to visualize the potential relationships between three differ-

ent variables.

The chart in Figure 8 showcases how intricate a bubble chart can 

be: you will probably want to go to the source and look at it more 

closely. Each bubble represents a country (and is helpfully labeled 

accordingly): a bubble’s position on the x-axis is determined by 

the country’s income per person, its position on the y-axis is 

determined by the percent of adults in the country infected with 

HIV, and its size indicates the raw number of people living with 

HIV in that country. The color of the bubble corresponds to the 

area in the world in which the country is located.

The bubble chart in Figure 8 answers questions like:

 » Are there correlations between any of the variables?

 » Are there patterns in the data?

 » Where are individual countries located on the chart, 
and what do their positions mean?

!
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Figure 8. Gapminder HIV Chart 2009 (Data from 2007). Free material from gap-
minder.org, licensed under CC-BY. Source: Gapminder (http://www.gapminder.org/
downloads/gapminder-hiv-chart-2009/). 

With x as the x-axis variable, y as the y-axis variable, 
and z as the size variable, a bubble chart answers 
questions like:
• Does x correlate to y? Does x correlate to z? Does y cor-

relate to z?

• Are there exceptions to correlations?

• What are the outliers in my data?

• What are the patterns in my data?

• What do the position, size, and color of an individual point 
mean for that point?

• How do multiple points compare across the board with 
one another?

It is hard to notice trends and patterns in this chart, since it 

contains so much information. Sometimes it can be more mean-

ingful to read this kind of packed chart for information about 

?
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individual points, rather than for overview information about 

the dataset as a whole. You can look at the dots for individual 

countries to learn more about them or to compare them to one 

another. But there are a few larger patterns you can glean from 

this chart. For example, many of the countries with the highest 

percentages of HIV infection are in Africa: the vast majority of 

the points high on the y-axis are blue. Additionally, many of the 

countries with high percentages of HIV infection are on the lower 

end for income per person (and the reverse seems true as well): 

this implies a correlation between the two variables.

Tips
• Bubble charts can get crowded because big bubbles 

can start to overlap: use datasets that don’t have too 
many individual elements.

• Label your bubbles so your reader can understand 
what element data refer to.

• Use a legend to indicate the meaning of color and size.
• Remember that correlation does not imply causation, 

as we discussed with scatterplots.

Histograms

A histogram shows the distribution of a quantitative dataset. It 

may look like a bar chart, but it displays numeric (rather than cat-

egorical) data, and there is a mathematical logic behind the sizes 

of the bars. A histogram groups values into consecutive numeric 

ranges or intervals, also known as bins: the more values from a 

dataset fall within a particular range, the bigger its bar. The ranges 

are continuous, so bars do not usually have much space between 

them (unlike bar charts, which use the spaces between bars to 

distinguish between categories).

!
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A histogram is useful because it gives a meaningful overview 

of data. For example, imagine you want a chart that shows the 

heights of students in a ninth-grade math class. It is unlikely that 

two people would be the exact same height, so it might be more 

interesting to show how many people fall into ranges of heights, 

rather than the exact heights of each person. You can set your 

own intervals, for example, 0.5 feet, and then display the peo-

ple with heights between 4.5 and 5 feet in one bin, people with 

heights between 5.1 and 5.5 feet in the next bin, and so on. The 

bin gets bigger with each value that is added to it. By looking at 

which one is the biggest, you can see at a glance where values 

are most concentrated — also known as which interval of values 

has the highest frequency.

A histogram answers questions like:
• What are the patterns in my data?

• In what intervals do data points have the highest fre-
quency (i.e., in what intervals are data points most con-
centrated)?

• What is the distribution of my data? Does it skew a cer-
tain way?

With the overview offered by a histogram, you can immediate-

ly see if your data skews a certain way, and investigate further. 

Unlike box plots (up next), histograms show variation between 

values, since you can change the interval size of the bins.

The two histograms in Figure 9 both showcase the same data: 

tips given in a restaurant. But the sizes of the intervals (the bins) 

are different. The histogram at the top has a $1 bin width. And 

the histogram at the bottom has a 10¢ bin width: this allows you 

to see the data in greater detail. What do the two different histo-

grams tell you about the data?

?
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Figure 9. Histograms of tips given in a restaurant, with both a $1 bin width (top) and 
a 10¢ bin width (bottom), by Visnut, licensed under CC-BY-SA. Source: Wikipedia 
(https:// en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tips-histogram1.png and https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/ File:Tips-histogram2.png). 

The two histograms in Figure 9 answer questions like:

 » What are the patterns in the tips?

 » In what intervals do the most tips fall?

 » What is the distribution of the data?

Both bin widths used by the two histograms reveal different 

patterns in the data. The histogram with the $1 bin width demon-

strates very clearly that the data skews to the right (i.e., to smaller 

rather than larger tips — since that’s where the highest frequen-
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cies are on the graph). It shows that the range with the highest 

frequency is $1.5 to $2.5. The histogram with the 10¢ bin width 

shows an interesting pattern: tips that are round dollar amounts 

have higher frequencies. It also shows more precisely what range 

has the highest frequency: it is the $1.95 to $2.05 range.

Tip
• Play around with your histogram’s breakpoints — the 

interval size of the bins in which your data is placed (in 
the heights example, interval size could be 1 foot, 0.5 
feet, or even 0.25 feet): by changing the way you display 
your data, you can learn more about its distribution. You 
will notice that histograms that are too detailed and his-
tograms that are not detailed enough are difficult to read 
and convey very little useful information about the dataset. 
Laerd Statistics gives a helpful rundown of this (with some 
example images) under “Choosing the Correct Bin Width.”

Box plots

A box plot, also known as a box-and-whiskers or merely a whis-

ker plot, shows the distribution of a quantitative dataset. It uses 

a dataset’s quartiles to create a box that can provide overview 

information about the dataset. Quartiles are the three values that 

divide a dataset into four equal parts. The middle quartile is more 

commonly known as the median: it is the value that divides a 

dataset into two equal parts (as in, there as many values above 

the median as there are below it).

In a box plot, the quartiles are represented as lines that form a 

box, with the median as a line dividing the box in two. The up-

per and lower extremities of the dataset are represented as lines 

emanating from the box (these are the whiskers): the ends of the 

lines show the maximum and minimum of the dataset, respec-

tively. Outliers are points that fall more than one and a half times 

away from either end of the box plot: these outliers are tradition-

ally represented as individual points outside of the box plot. The 
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whole box plot is shown on a graph, so values can be located 

quickly and easily.

Like histograms, box plots can be helpful for getting a very gen-

eral overview of your dataset: you can see if your data skews a 

certain way (by gauging the range between quartiles), and inves-

tigate further.

Figure 10. U.S. States’ Per Capita Spending in 2013. Created with Google Sheets and 
g(Math) for Sheets. Data source: The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation. (http://kff.
org/other/state-indicator/per-capita-state-spending/).

The box plot in Figure 10 showcases the distribution of a dataset 

of individual U.S. states’ per capita spending in 2013. The median 

is the white line bisecting the orange box. The orange dots to-

ward the top of the graph are outliers. What do you notice about 

the distribution of this dataset? Does the box plot seem like a 

helpful way to get an overview of a dataset?

A box plot answers questions like:
• What is the median of my dataset?

• What is the distribution of my data? Does it skew a 
certain way?

?
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This box plot answers questions like:

 » what is the median of per capita spending by state?

 » what is the distribution of the data?

The median sits low in the box: this means that the data skews 

toward the bottom, which is to say toward lower per capita 

spending. The data has quite a wide range: the lowest value is 

around $3,000 and the highest (which is one of three outliers) is 

about $16,000 — that’s a range of $13,000! It would be interesting 

to compare multiple box plots, each showing states’ per capita 

spending for a different year, to see if and how the range and 

skew of the data might change.

Tips
• Multiple box plots can be mapped onto a single graph 

to show distribution of several datasets at once and draw 
quick comparisons between them.

• There is an add-on for Google Sheets called “g(Math) 
for Sheets” that allows you to create box plots with ease. 
Unfortunately, you can only plot a single box plot onto the 
graph you create.

Conclusion

Next time you need to create a chart or graph, think about these 

examples and the kinds of questions they provoke. Consider the 

rules of thumb from the beginning of the chapter, and how you 

might put them into practice. Try out a few different types of 

charts and graphs with your data before you decide on one. Ex-

perimentation is key to seeing new patterns and envisioning new 

ways of representing your data.

The other key to successful data presentation is to learn from 

other people’s charts and graphs. Notice visualizations as you 
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come across them in your daily life (or, even better, seek them 

out) and think about the questions they answer and the way they 

are used. Think deeply: what stories do they tell? are they mis-

leading? what do you like about them, and what might you do 

differently? The critical eye that you develop will help you make 

more compelling charts and graphs yourself.

Once you have created a visualization that you like, check your 

work against the questions and rules of thumb in this chapter, and 

you’ll be on your way to communicating your data effectively!
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Appendix A

This table represents data from the National Center for Ed ucation 

Statistics on the gender breakdown of faculty members in higher 

education between 1987 and 2011. 

Number	of	Instructional	Faculty	in	U.S.	Institutions	of	Higher	
Education	 	

Year	 Men	 Women	 	

1987	 529,413	 263,657	 	

1989	 534,254	 289,966	 	

1991	 525,599	 300,653	 	

1993	 561,123	 354,351	 	

1995	 562,893	 368,813	 	

1997	 587,420	 402,393	 	

1999	 602,469	 425,361	 	

2001	 644,514	 468,669	 	

2003	 663,723	 509,870	 	

2005	 714,453	 575,973	 	

2007	 743,812	 627,578	 	

2009	 761,035	 678,109	 	

2011	 789,197	 734,418	 	
	Instructional Faculty in U.S. Institutions of Higher Education, by Gender. Data 

source: National Center for Education Statistics 


